The German Minority in Contemporary Poland – from Isolation to Political Relevance

Summary/Abstract: 1990 brought forth the 'rebirth' of the German minority in Poland. Within two years, the new III Republic witnessed the creation of numerous local, regional and umbrella associations. Their number and high activity, as well as the number of people declaring their access to these organizations came as a surprise and, to some, a shock. The article aims to analyse the political role of the German minority in Poland in two main aspects. The first is the political position of German
organizations that participate in the national and municipal/regional elections. It is so far the only national minority in Poland that is able to obtain seats in the national parliament on its own and the only one whose organization co-governs a region. Why was the German minority able to achieve a position that the other, relatively numerous national minorities in Poland, such as the Ukrainians and Belarusians, were not? Was the aid given to German minority organizations coming from the Federal Republic the key factor, or did other, mainly social/cultural aspects play a decisive role? The second aspect is the political but also cultural, educational and social activity of the German minority organizations seen from the perspective of the Polish political discourse. Although the relations between Germany and Poland have only improved since 1990, the fear of German revisionism was and is still present in Poland, which of course has its impact on the reception of the German minority organizations’ activities and political role, especially in borderland regions like Silesia. What role has this issue played in the last 22 years and how and why has it evolved in the course of time? Both these aspects are the pillars of the political analyses of the German minority in Poland.

Historical institutionalism in contemporary political science. Paul Pierson and Theda Skocpol Harvard University. we readily acknowledge that the relevant literatures also include contributions from “comparative historical” political sociologists. yet its focus on substance and its theoretical eclecticism simultaneously open the way for fruitful crossfertilization with the best of sister research traditions. We focus on what creative communities of scholars actually do. we discuss in turn each of the three aspects of historical institutionalist scholarship.8 Historical institutionalists address big. and weaknesses. The registered German minority in Poland at the 2011 national census consisted of 109,000 people, of whom 52,000 declared both German and Polish nationalities and 29,000 solely German nationality[1]. At a 2002 census there were 152,900 people declaring German nationality[2][3][4] therefore the last census noted a 43,000 decrease in the number of Germans in.  There are several bilingual communities in Poland. Poland is the third most frequent destination for migrant Germans searching for work, after the US and Switzerland[9]. German media in Poland.  Participation of the German and Belarusian Minorities within the Polish Political System 1989-1999. Kraków: Zakład Wydawniczy NOMOS. ISBN 83-88508-18-0.
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